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UTILIZATION AND EVALUATION OF PARENTS
0

AS TUTORS OF YOUNG BLACK CHILDREN

WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

PRESENTERS: LINDA P. THURSTON, CLORIAHEGGIE, CATHERINE EDWARDS

The Juniper Gardehs Learning Center perves families and children
in a low-income Blac'community in urban Kansas City. It works with
parents to involve fhem in the education of their handicapped and/or
educationally disadvantaged children. Parents are trained to tutor
their children in academic and pre-academic skills and all pa.rents
are trained to use simple tutoring procedures although the content
of the program is based on the child's preassessed needs., Behavior
analysis research designs are used to 'evaluate the effects of the

.

training on children and on parent-child interactions.

Often, special strategiep and materials are needed for urban ,

families.whose motiviation and financial and time resources are limited.
Meeting the specific skill leyels and needs of parents, individualization
of the, curriculum, the use of trained 'community-workers as parent
trainers, and various types of support systems are necessary for success-
ful experiences in parent-tutoring of children with special needs.

This panel will describe the developm nt and implementation of
two parent-oriented intervention programs currently serving low-income,
Black families. Both prograins are home-baed and utilize trained
community paraptofessionals as parent trai4rs. One program trains
.parents of pre-school phtsically and mentally handicapped children to
teach their children new skikls,. A home visitor from the community acts
as parent trainer and advocate. The second program teaches parents in a
single session to tutor their elementary school aged children who are at
least one grade level-behind in academic areas. These children are often
.placed in spe'cial remedial classes. Parents tutor their children daily
and have been successful in improving the in-class and in-home academic
perforvnce on children in math, reading, and spelling. Program evalua-
tion demonstrates the change, in parent-child interactions as a result of
the in-home training: This panel will describe the procedures, the
results, alid the problems faced in implementing parent tutoring programs
in a low-ificome urban area.
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. Overview of Two Parent Oriented 'rutoring Programs

Currentlry Serving Low'Inc ne in Urban Kansas City

LindaP. Thurston
University of Kansas

There is a mass of empirical evidence .that parents can be taught to

teachers and therapists for their own children. At Juniper Gardens Learning

Center, we have been working with parents and teachers of young disabled

children for 7 years. We are interested 4p the effects of training parents

to tutor or teach their children at home with sfMple, non- punishing strate-

gies;
J
//

Juniper Gardens in a public hoUsing area and our programs were designed

*specifically for and by the parents who live in the community of Northeast

Wyandotte County in Kansas City, Kansas. This is a low7income, high density

111-8;n*area,thich is prdominantly Black:

Two of our training program_deil-enc,ifically
with training parents to

tutor or teach their children who have special needs. Parents and f milies

are ,referred Lb our program's thfough the school system, local preschools,

social services, and vli-referral. Both programs teach parents' to work with

their children on specific academic,. social, language, or-self-help behaviors.

The behaviors are targeted by varents.and teachers, If the child is in schbol.

Parents are trained by trained paraprofessionals who-are from the community
-

they" serve. They train parents in 'the home and help them-set dpil4schedules,

to work with their children using Simple, experimental/y validated pro6edqres.
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FAMILY EDUCATION PROGRAM

, iewo parent training programs we'11 talk. ;thout are the Family Education Pro-
A

gram and the (Parent Tutoring ProgT The Famil Education Program is funded)

by the Office, of Special Education OOugh the Department of 'Special Education

at the Univerl:;ity or Kansas. The program\ rtides services and support systems

for families with voting children with mental and physical handicaps. It utili-.

ZQS trained community paraprofessionals to t in parents to use Lehavior manage-
,

ment nd positive skilr.training techniques toy increase developmental skill

acquisition. The prbgram is home-based and the liome1Visitors teach specific

eilucational-procedures to parents which they in turn, use to teach their

children new skills and to remediate behavior management problems!'

,

Children in this epro m are pre-tested on various standardized tests and

Hoak. Visitors Os,,es,,;, in the home, the'parents' behavior management skills. In-

.

formation from these assessments are used to ginpoi.nt a ,number of beginning target

behaviors for training in the -home.

Target parent behaviors ire taught by the Home Vi,:qfor following the same

teaching model fo.( each skill. Home '.'isi-tors model tho net/ Skill, role-play

the application of the techniq) with parenk's, _pointing .out correct and incor-

rect. behaviors, and directl.' cul,ervi,e the parent:s application ot-Lhe skill

\r

with hor child. 'Ho'me Visitors give parents immediate promptihg and positive

w -

and cotrective fee'dback. When the-skill is learned, to criterion, the 'tome

Visitor begins fading out the amount of monitoring and positive feedback.

When parents re,ich criterion on one skill, a new skill is then introduced

and taught in the samk, mater. The six parent skill lessons are based on be-

00'
havioi- management procedures' and they arc: describing behavior, using descript-

ivo praise, using planned ignoring and positive reinforcement, using time out

and positive reinforcement, giving gookl instruct ions, and consequating behaviors

rutting it all together').
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The second half of the training is called Curriculum Band utilizes the
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parent's new skills to,help them teach'specific new skills to their children.
41,

This is calle,11 Positive Peaching Strategies for Parents. The Home Visitor and

J
f.' the patents develop lessons for 90Ch child. based on the' child's needs and the

needs and the interests of the 'parents. Two examples of projects carried. out

as part of Curriculum,B w01 be described later.

PARENT TRAINING PROGRAM

Fhe second program at the Juniper Gardens Learning Gent'er that invoiv

trairlig parents' to teach their children works yith children who need tut

S

ing,

in academic areas,. Home Visitors teach parents to carry out 'simple daily

tutoring procedures and to collect their own data on the children's ac-

quisition. cturt'evalnations have demonstrated the effectiveness of simple

tutoring procedures impemented in the home by Lille parent. Academic behaviors

have generalized to the (lhs-,reom and parents and teacher report they are

highlylpleased with the eff'ec'ts of the tutoring.

lhe tutoring procedures are unique in several ways; they did nok ,require

interNive training hf the parents and they did not require more than 15 minutes

daily to implement; they are entireiv implemented by a Home Visitor; the parent

does all the tutoring; "-and they are based on structured,;ind systematic practice

of the response rather thin relviw primarily on positivi> reinforcementl'

Two-simple studi wi11she described with demonstrate these aspects of the

tutoring program. A Home Vibitoc was the parent trainer in on!' studv,and a

female high sc hool student 'iv, the- ti.iiner in the seona ,1t tidy.

*The _parents trained hare been primarily, 10:j-income woren, who,

a 1 t houp,h they I lc VW] t r-:-,(>n,i1 i)rnh err arc. still con

cerned with the achievemc;nt if their childrep. Ihe;,,e procedures are su«essfullv

' parent, .1. .1'. N' her and tutor,, c,f their nwrt hilclrcn.
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The Jeiniper Gardens Family Edncatkon Program

by

Catherine J. Edwards
University of Kansas

The Family Education Program for parents of young handicapped children

Is funded by the Office of Special Education to serve families. in Northeast

Wyandotte COunty, Kansas. The project is funded to design and implement a

training program for parents who have children, aged 0 6, whole.re physically,

emotionally or mentally handicapped or developmentally delayed. It utilizes

community paraprofessionals to train parents to use behavior management and

positive skill training techniques. The program is criteripn-based in that

a parent is taught the next skill in the sequence after meeting criteria on

a specific Skill. The Family Education Program is entirely home - hammed.6

STUDY I

Don is a six year old boy who shows to be a slow learner from different

evaluations given. lie also has speech problt!ms. The school he attends re-
,

ferred his parent Co our program, the Famiiy Education. Program. We explained

the two-part curriculum to the parent, and the parent signed the consent form

and agreed to join. Don was getting speech therapy From,tris school, but his

mother wanted more help with his speech. So the program sought extra speech

services from another agency for Don.

A Denver Developmental test was'given to Don before-the first skill was

taught. Behavior modification was taught for about three months, until the

mother learned the skills taught. The second part of the Family Education

,Program is teaching,parents how to teach unlearned skills. We alway assess

cIAldrm using the Portage Checklist. and we also ask parents what they feel

is the most important task to teach their child first...
8
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This parent clie colors, because she had begun teaching him but be wasn't

progressing. The shaping procedure developed by the hpme ;1isitor and the

mother 4o teach Don colors was

1 . Have chi ld to 'Match colors

. Point to colors whim names are stated

3. Child names colors as he picks one up

Don Was very succe,sJul in matching colors. Then Don's mothei had him to

point to colors as she -named them. Fir!;t she modeled pointing to colors and

practtced with Don regularly. This was tb.get him familiar with learningto

put names with colors or objects. Data was taken on the progress that Don made

using final step of the program, naming the colors.

Home Visitor used toys Tower Terrifies) in the'teaching process: The

task was that Don would be told to build a tall tower and name the color of

the one he picked up. The colors used were red; yellow, blue and green. Before

teaching the,task, a pre-test was taken. This thowed if he could recognize and

name each color. He identified red with 80% accuracy; yellow, blue and green .

with 14(3/ a«nra(9v.

I
After pre-testing Don, home' visitor modeled the procedure of building a

tower and naming the colors. The home visitor then picked up all the Tower

Terrific.; except for the color's, yellow and red. The method whichwiis modeled

for the parentto use each dav, to p6(tice at least fifteen minuties, tits to

use these two colors. - The mother was told to have' Don bujlda tower naming

each color as he picked them up. The parent made X game of it "You build

then I'll build" or "We'll build together. But we hdve to:name what-color the

Terrifi( is before puttjng_it on with the others". The reason red and yellow

were chosen was'because he knew the color red and made a higher score on yellow

than the other two colors during prattice session. We alway begin teaching a

child snrithing'he7she knows and then add to It.
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As soon as Don scored 100% three times in a roV on red, this color'was

dropjed and another was added. This was the procedure used until Don was

able Lc. recognize,and name all four colors with 100% accuracy.

;

During one home'visit, the home visitor discoVered that sometimes Don

would not look at the Terrifies but just call out a name. That brought this

to thetboMevisitor's attention was his mother's comment about him getting

the coltrs Correct at one time and then turning around and getting mixed up

on them duri,mg.the same session.

Mother was asked to model how she had been working with'hiom. After ob-

serving the procedure, it was noticed that he was not really looking at the

Terrific but just saying a name and getting ready to build. The instruction

given-.to Don after this point was, "Don, look at the terrific. Now tell me,

what cold that?" Don's progress increased tremendously after we began

using this method.

When Do met criteria on the colys, the home visitor put ali the terrifics

on the floo , a variety
)

of all the colors and told Don to build her another

tall tower_using all the colors. This is when he was post-tested on_recog-

nizing and naming the four colors.

After Mom trained Don on all four colors, using the procedure of teaching

only two colors at a time, the result. of the study shows Don's pretest scores

increased to 100% on all four colors.

STUDY TI

J. is a seven year old boy who's functioning oit a two and a half year old

level. J. was evaluated and diagnosed as mentally retarded with.unknown etio-

logy. J. wears a patch over his right eye rn order to strengthen his left eye.

#4,
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His left eye is considered tp be a lazy eye which is called Ambloyopia. His

developmental stages were slow, A'e did not walk until the age' of two. He's

not completely toilet 'trained, althoUgh he will Sometimes indicate achome a

need to go to the bathroom, but never at school. He was able to feed himself

independently at the age of five. He dever'eats the balanced meal his mom

prepares. Her comment was that he never eats hardly anything. J. alo some-,

times holds food in his mouth for six hours or longer. Some of the foods he .

does not 'eat are peanuts, glazed dOnuts and fruits. .He has some unusual be-

haviors, which are very noticeable. chews on his clothing, ngpeats every

sentence someone makes, and uses-his, hands in gesture motions when he's talking.

J. and family were referred to title Family Education Program by the school

he attends. His teacher in the TMR (Trpinable Mentally Retarded) el'ass recom-

mended that he be institutionalized. But his mom gave a definite "No" answer
4v

to this recommendation. Mom expresse'd her feeling about the matter byotaying,

"Although my child has some disabilities; I feel he can be taught to learn some

skills. And what could be a better place than home with his family where he's

'very much loved and cared for to the best of our ability."

Wejoundout that both his mom's and his teacher's major concern was to

teach J. some self, -help skills. One of the skills taught to J. was to unsnap

his'pants. A baseline measure was taken. J's Home Visitor observed for five

minutes, J. making attempts to unsnap )his pats. In fifteen trials of pretest,

J. unsnapped twice independently and twice with prompting.

During observation of a. unsnapping his hnts, it was noted that J. was

not really paving attention and tended to pull both flaps downward. The task

was very difficult to him, so the Home Visitor.took J.'s hand and bglRed him

unsnap his pants. Immediately praise was given to J., "You unsnapped your pant;

with help/ good job." The Home Visitor then 'taught the parent to follow these

thre0 steps: (1) Say, "J. unsnap ", (2) Prompt and jut J. through the task, and

(3) Praise. Mom then began to shape 0. by putting him through the procedure.

11'
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The parent was shown ho tb 'ade htr prompts as J..responded. mother put
.

him through the unsnapping procedure for two weeks. She .worked at least
\\'

fifteen minutes per day. Mom found it very hard to fadeout .and let 1. do the ;

task alone because it would cause anxiety andc-k/ustration to S. iP he was asked ,d's

to perform the task alone. -e

The Home Visitor again bserved'J. Making attempts to unsnap his pants

withoutWis mother's help.. In another fifteen trials, J: succeeded only four

times. The observation showed again that J. would alway pull down both flaps

in making his attempts. It was'then decided by the Home Visitor to eliminate

one of the flaps and observe what happens. The Home Visitoefolded the inner

flap downward inside his pants and only the outer flaiimas she J. was told

to unsnap his pants and immediately he pulled the outer flap and the snap came

loose. Mom was very excited and iinnediately gave J. a praise with a hug, saying,

"You did it, J., You unsnapped your pants without help." His mother was then

asked to tack all hfs inner flaps on.'his other pants down in the'inside. She

was told that whenever J. needs to have.his pants unsnapped if he's not in a

hurry, please tell him to unsnap app /never do it', for him unless it's an emergency.

Before the Home Visitor left, J. as told to unsnap his pants a number of times
. ,

to be sure that the task had been accomplished.

By caukiilg the flaps on pants, it was very helpikil to his teachers

at school. Because the teachers gave positive feedback on how well he could46ac
..

.complish doing this task, J. continued improving. At a final observation of
1

this task, J. sucessfully perfofmed the behavior. On one probe and the post

test, J. succeeded undided fifteen out ,of fifteen trials.

The star on the'graph shows where after...post test was given, Mom'S training

on this behavior stopped. t But. the Home Visitor continued probing to see if

J. could still do the task successfully.

12
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This was only one accomplishment ~. mp e, sincot the success of leering

, a

t
to unsnap hisspants. He has progressed ven\Well with °tiler tasks such as

. -
#

.

.un4ipping-his pants, zipping, and unzipping his coat, firs with help andliti7
. * i \

ple instruction, then wit4nut Welp. His-mother uses descriptive praise lion.
. . ,

. \

performs self-help tasks- without help. It may 6e difficult for J. to do,

v*
J.

\ "1r
things h tile. manner they, are usually (Rine. But he, has be taught by his

ler to do same tasks adOnot depend on Others. .Working with the mother in

only two visits, the Home Visitor helped the mother train her child to unsnap
4.11'

his pants.

1.11.

JC,
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Parents as as Tutors for Academic Behaviors,

i by

Gloria J. Heggie.
4 University of Kansas

V

4

.There is a mass of empirical evidence that parents can be taught
P

to be teachers and therapists for their own children. Asipart.of'the

,
overall investigation at Juniper Gardens Children's'Project of the

.../
. c.effects of increased opportunitites to respond to Academic-based antece-,

dent events, we have been interested in the effects of training parents

to tutor their children at home: Pirents have been trained in groups

and individually at schools,'learning centers, and in the home to tutor

ther children in ar varjety of academic areas,and the effects on

school performanceave been studied'. r
$

Sub'ect and Setting

The parenl'erained was a low-income, ,minority,wran who had'
.

faced a multitude of economic, persopal problems, And was still concerned

with the academic achievement of her child.

This specific case -will be diScussed. The study utilized a single

parent'to increase opportunity to respond in an academic trea Via structured

tutoring procedures. The child was enrolled in a public school in the North-

east Wyandotte County area. The mother of the child was trained inthe

home by a paraprofessional to bea tutor: The mother wasAutored in spelling..

. The effects or the procedures were evaluated
on both (1) in-ii6Me and (2) in- '

school academic performance using a single suhject research design.

General In-Home Tutoring Procedures
ia

The tutoring procedures utilized by the parent in the In-Home Parent
t

Tutoring Program . are based on behavior analysis techniques. This function

was :o provide the parent with alow-response cost, yet effective, procedure

19 .
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to provide practiCe out of the'sChool setting for` academic responses
. I

,

regbired in.school..

The'firststep in implementing the prograWwas to discuss the

project with the teacher.--The parent's and the paraprofessional soli-
--

Oted help froth the teacher in terms of data keeping' and providing

lists or descriptions of Academic respOnses 'required in school.,

The pa\rent was trained in the homg to tutor her, child for 10-45
, c

minutes.dailr'ehcluding weekends. She kept all tutoring materials in

a folder and held the tutoring session at the same time and in the same

place daily,whgh possible/

1

'fha materials used were: (1) a set of 3 X 5 flash cards with one

word (spelling) per card; (2)1sa daily,worksheet which lists procedures

for the'Fa.?ent and.erves as a data sheet for markino trials, - daily; and

(3) a daily word chart, on which the child records her own daily score

after the.session in tht home.

During the daily tutoring sessions, the'riarent followed a specific

set of procedures. The common elements for spelling were: (1) pretest

of all words on Monday and posttest on Friday. The parent reported these.... 1

procedures simple to implement and parent and" child said they enjoyed
,

.. \. .

the sessions.

STUDY I

Earline was a fourth grade studeht who was failing in'spelling. Her

'mother asked the Juiliper Gardens earning Center for help although the

teacher was pessimistic about Earline's ability to spell. Earline's pre

test WRAF, given by an independent observer, showed her achieving a 2.0

(second grade, five months) and-her iirst six weekly reading/scores were

fives (loWest grade),

20
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PROCEDURES r-N\
,

On the seventh week, Earline's motherTtutAed her in spellAng. She

followed the in-home tutoring procedures described above. She asked her,

daughter on Monday to spell byrwriting a series of 21 words,(the weekly

spelling list at school). The mother read the word from a card and used it

a sentence. The mother put the words in 3 piles, ones Earline knew,-ones

she did nth know, and ones, she spelled correctly after pausing for 10 seconds

or she self- corrected'jfter an initial error. The number she knew was con-
..

sidered the Score on the_nret-------

Earline was tutored daily for10 minutes. The mother worked on the-words

in the "unknown" and "not for sure" piles. Earline was asked to saythe word,

then write it on her paper.' Correct spelling was praised.and the card put in

the "known" pile. "Errors were corrected by having her look at ,the card, say

the word and write it correctly, then write it without looking at the card.

Correct responses were praised.

The mother and daughter recorded the nubmer of words in the "known" pile

daily by coloring in blocks on a chart. The chart-served as a cumulative

graph of word; known-and learned during the week. On Friday, Earl.ine was

tested on all 21 words at school.

When the 'rrotehr had tutored'Earline fOr 5 weeks, the teacher ga;e a:

series of spelling tests-whicir were not tutred-because of illness one week

a nd because the mother tutored on other words than the ones tests for three

times. During this time the spelling grades on the tests were 5's.

During both baseline periods, Earline's scores on weeklyFriday spelling3

tests ranged for 9 to 60%. Her grade was consistently a 5. During the

treatment period, her average test scare was 91.6%. Reliability on Friday

exams at school was 100%. After six weeks of tutoring, Earline's WRAT 4

scores in spelling rose from 2.5 to 3.1:

21
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DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates the effectiveness of a simple structured

tutoring,procedui-e implemented in the home by the parent. Not Only was

criterion-referenced academic achievement demonstrated in the home as a I(

result bf.the sessions, learning generalized to-the classroom setting
AV

when measured by teacher-administered tests of the targeted academic

behavior.,

Earline's grades in spelling went from all 5's to l's and 2's when

her mother worked with her at home. Her average posttest score was 91.6%

during tutoring.

According to her report, the mother learned more than a tutoring

procedure. She learne9 =be more positive -in general with her,child.

Shelearned that she can\Ap something about her child's academic learning

adn that working with her child who had a history of failing need not be

-TA*The tutoring procedures were unique in several ways: (1) -they did

not require intensive training of theparent and they did not require

more than 15 minutes daily to implement; (2) they were entirely implemented

by a. community par:professional based at a Learning Center; (3) the parent

did all the tutoring; and (4) they were based on structured and systematic

antecedents emphasizing practice of the response rather than relying pri-

madly or positive reinforcement.

Providing an opportunity to practice academic 6ehavior.hasta positive

effect on academic performance in school. When pa'rents provide that oppor-

tunity-at home the positive effects for the child and the parent are multiple.

We are currently investig.ating the effects of these home-based procedures with

*variety of children and with other curriculum areas.

22
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STUDY II

An important part of our programs to involue,parents in increasing

the academic achieve7nt of their children is to develop procedures which

can be taught to parents by non-professionals. This study describes one

example of a parent being trained,by a high school student. The procedures

she taught the parent to use were developed by other research at the Learn-

ing Center. This earlier reserach showed that a tea'cher/could train parents

to use simple daily procedures to increase in-home and in-schooll'achievement

in several academic areas. In this study, the academic area vials math, any'

0
the parenttrainer was an 18 year old women who works 2 hours a day at the

Learning Center` doing copyrig and cleridal work.

Subject

- A 6 year Old 'boy and his mother were the subjects of the study. The

family Tives in Kansas City, Kansas and the don, Bobby, attena the public

school in the neighborhood and is in the 1st grade. The mother indicated

that Bobby was having a difficult time with his math facts. His grades

at school verified that problem.

The procedures for .the tutoring program were carried out in the

family's home. Whenever the trainer was involved, she would come to the

family's home.
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The trajneroisited the subjects in the home twice before the tutoring

procedures began. The first visit was to briefly explain the program to the

parent, have the parent sign the consent form and train the parent on the

baseline procedures. The following Monday baseline was started by the mother.
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Phone calls were used to check up and answer questions before the second

visit. The second visit was to train the mother over the tutoring pro-

, *,

cedures with her son. The trainer explained the procedures, modeled them

one with Bobby 'and gave feedback to the mother whi$e she practiced the

s i eps with Bobby. The, procedures were practice 3 times by the mother,

until she reached criteria, 100% accuracy on the third trial..

The following. Monday the tutoring sessions started withjobby and

his mother. Tutoring sessions were in the early evenings every night,

Monday through Friday. The sessions/averaged 10 minutes in length.

Tutoring Procedures

A. SeleCtion of weekly facts to he tutored was done every Monday by the

parents:

1. Sit with your child in a quiet place where you are likely

not to be disturbed.

2. Show first card of the stack and say: "Read this prdbleM

and give the answer." *

.3. If-correct,'say nothing and put in pile. 4,4

4. If incorrect, say nothing and begin a pile for incorrect

responses.

5. When the incorrect pile has 10 cards -- STOP!

6. Put other cards away and gather the 10 incorrect cards;

e
these are your cards for the session and the week.

7. Write daily problems from cards to Worksheet #1.

B. Parents tutored their children 5 days a week using these procedures:

1. JUST THE SAME AS'ABOVE
CI 4

2. Show the first card and say, "Read this problem and give the

answer."
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If the child reads the Ard and gives the correct answer,

put a + in the appropriate place, praiselphe chil d move

on to the next card.

4. If the child gives the incorrect answer after reading the

problem or does not 'respond at all after 3 seconds,

in the appropriate place, say "The answer is , read the

prOblem again." Let the child say the problem correctly and

A then praise and move to the next.card,

5. Continue this proceddre through all 10 cards.

.6. Repeat all 10 problems for three trials.

7. Gi.we child time to color graph and praise.

t

At the end of each week the trainer would contact the mother in person

. or 11Pplione. At,this time prbblems were discussed, data sheets collected

and new cards were given if needed.

The tuturing sessions were continuedfor 6 Weeks. After the 6th week,

Bobby and his mother moved and were unable to continue the procedures with
P

,ldur contact. However, they wIre going to continue the sessions until Bobby

felt comfortableWith.his'math facts.

Curriculum

The curriculum used in the study was designed to include a41 ranges

of the basic math facts. The curriculum was developed by studyingothe way

-3- ,

various schools assess acquisitiOn of basic math facts. Among the methods_

used were checklist, scores on testsi,pharts, etc. All had similar criterion
a

.based sequence which was studied and used in the vel4pment of the curriculum

..t.,used in the Parent Tutoring Program.

A
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The curriculum was divided up into 4 parts: addition, subtraction,

'multiplication and division. Each of the 4 sections was divided up into

3 to 4 vbgroups with graded increases in difficulty levels. for example,

multiplication was divided up into 3 grjoups:'facts 1 through 5, 6 through

9, 10 through 12. The curriculum-was written on T X 5 index cards with

a problem on the front and the answer on the back.' The number of problems

.in each of the 4 groups varied depending on the section. The parent selected

44
10 problems, using the tutoring procedures, from the assigned section to use

as the curriculum for thE week.

kesults

*

During baseline, Bobby's pretest score was 0% of the math facts answered

correctly. On Friday, with no home tutoring, the score on the same facts was

50, correct (See Fig. 1), )1..

4

During the six weeks that the mother tutored her son at homer pretest

scores were always 0% correct. The mean improvement on Tuesdays for the

six creeks was 44.5%. On Wednesdays, after 3 days of tutoring, the mean for

the six weeks was 66.5% and on Thursdays, the mean was 77.67%. After .a week

of daily tutoring, for approximately 10 minutes a day, Bobby's posttest score

mean was 88%.

Bobby and hi's' Mother were pleased with the results of the program. The

mother expressed her intentions to continue tutoring her son after they moved

to a new city. She reported thather interactions with Bobby, especially in

reOrds to school were much more positive.
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